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Abstract— We introduce the concept of robot behaviors - deterministic,
probabilistic and entangled. In contrast to classical circuits, quantum
circuit can realize all three of these behaviors. When applied to a robot, a
quantum circuit controller realizes what we call quantum robot behaviors.
We describe quantum behaviors (circuits) based on examples(cares of
the quantum truth table). Don’t knows (minterms not given asexamples)
are then converted not only to deterministic cares as in classical learning,
but also to output values generated with various probabilities including
entangled values (measurement dependent). Occam Razor principle is
satisfied by finding circuits of reduced complexity. Thus we extended the
logic synthesis approach to Inductive Machine Learning forthe case of
learning quantum circuits from behavioral examples.

I. I NTRODUCTION. THE CONCEPT OF LEARNING QUANTUM

BEHAVIORS FROM EXAMPLES.

It is well-known that logic synthesis methods applied to binary
functions with many don’t cares (don’t knows) are used as a base
of various machine learning (ML) approaches [1], [2], [3]. The
learning process converts don’t cares to cares trying to satisfy the
Occam Razor Principle of circuit’s simplicity. While the method of
logic synthesis based machine learning was already appliedto binary
and multiple-valued circuits [1], [3], here it is applied for the first
time to quantum circuits [4], [5], [6]. It is well-known thatan EPR
circuit [4], [7] composed of a Hadamard gate and a Feynman gate
realizes entanglement. In an extended circuit the Hadamardgate can
be controlled, which means that when controlled with signal|0〉, the
EPR circuit changes to a single Feynman gate and the entanglement is
removed, thus the circuit’s behavior becomes deterministic. Similarly
the controlled Hadamard and Controlled Square-Root-of-Not (CV)
gates can be used as sources of randomness. This way we designed
several interesting behaviors for various kinds of robots that combine
probabilistic, deterministic and entangled behaviors - wecall them
quantum robotsand we say that they representquantum behaviors,
[8], [9]. From now on we will not distinguish between the quantum-
controlled robot and its quantum circuit controller.
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Fig. 1. Toffoli gate realized using complex operators. Whenused as a
quantum robot controller, signals a, b and e can come from touch, sound
or other sensors and outputs P, Q and R through measurement units go to
motors or other actuators.

The well-known realization of Toffoli gate (Fig. 1) using
Controlled-NOT (CNOT), Controlled-V (CV) and Controllled-V+

(CV+) gates [10], [11], [4] is another source of inspiration because
it shows that a deterministic behavior of a permutative (classical
reversible) circuit is created using truly quantum gates (such as
Controlled-V) that operate in Hilbert Space and with intermediate
signals that are superposed [4]. If we would thus measure thedata
path signal in the lowest qubit in Fig. 1 in the middle of this
circuit, after two CV gates controlled by inputs a and b respectively,
the behavior would be deterministic for some input signals and
probabilistic for other ones, leading to very interesting behaviors
of a Quantum Braitenberg Vehicle [8] controlled by this circuit.
Even more complicated binary quantum circuits (with permutative
unitary matrices) can be composed from gates that are controlled
Pauli X rotations by anglesπ/k where k is a power of two. This
leads to gates such as NOT -180◦ rotation, square-root-of-not -90◦

rotation, fourth-order-root-of-not -45◦ rotation, etc. Gates that rotate
by k∗(2π/3) where k is an integer are used in ternary quantum logic.
These all rotation gates can be controlled by arbitrary quantum states
[5]. When the resultant signal in the data path bit (the controlled
qubit) is an eigenvalue, the behavior is deterministic. When it is
not, the behavior is probabilistic according to the rules ofquantum
measurement [4], [7]. This means that a system in a superposed state,
when measured, collapses to one of the possible observablesgiven
by the measurement operator. This way, a circuit can be designed
from a set of examples corresponding to the care minterms of atruth
table.

Observing these facts from the areas of quantum computing
and quantum logic design, the general inductive learning can be
reformulated and separated into three categories. Figure 2describes
the three learning methods. The reversible function to be learned
is represented on the leftmost Karnaugh map (K-map) with cares
(desired output values) and don’t cares. The first type of learning
is shown on the top of the Figure 2 and it will be referred to as
deterministic learning. The output of this deterministic learning is a
completely defined boolean function. The second type of learning
called Quantum-probabilistic is shown on the bottom table and has
similar results as standard probabilistic learning, with the difference
that the probabilities are obtained from complex values (the values
V0 and V1 will be explained later) according to the measurement
operation. Finally, the last type of learning is measurement dependent
(entangled) and allows to specify the complete state of the system
according to the selected measurement on a single qubit. These
methods are explained in details below and illustrated withexamples.

Quantum robot has been introduced by Benioff [12], [13], [14],
[15] and is described as quantum system exploiting the superposition
and the entanglement with the environment. Recently reference [16]
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Fig. 2. Three modes of learning based on the properties of quantum System.
On the left the desired function is represented using cares and don’t cares.
The top Karnaugh Map represent a deterministic learning. The bottom one
represent probabilistic and the on on the right represent the learned function
using Measurement dependent output.

presented quantum robots with respect to the quality and speed of
decision making using the Grover algorithm [17]. Unlike in these
works, here the focus is not on how the robot is implemented with
respect to the environment, but rather the strategies for learning the
robotic behaviors based on the quantum circuits structure are outlined.
From the machine learning aspects, quantum computing has been
extensively studied in [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] and shows expected
speedup in the process. The machine learning introduced in this paper
is focusing on how the structure of the quantum system can be used to
build quantum circuits usable as behavioral controllers for interactive
robots.

This paper presents two successive operations on quantum circuits,
a synthesis method based on symbolic quantum Karnaugh maps
and a complementary synthesis method using measurement and
entanglement to minimize circuits. The synthesis process preserves
the cares but replaces all don’t cares (don’t knows) with determin-
istic, probabilistic or entangled states. The measured probabilities of
outputs result from the circuit’s structure and the types ofcontrolled
gates used. (We use gates that are controlled roots of unity with
various angles). The synthesis problem is thus to find the simplest
circuit for a truth table with few given cares (examples) andmany
don’t cares. The automatically synthesized controllers (i.e. learned
from examples) produce very interesting robot behaviors [8], [9].
Moreover, the method presented here uses true quantum gates; unlike
in other quantum logic synthesis problems here only single and two
qubit gates are used as the building blocks of larger circuits. Thus,
this method is directly implementable in quantum hardware.

The paper first introduces and explains the quantum robotic
behaviors, then each of them is illustrated and described byan
example. Finally, a discussion on the methodology and conclusions
are presented.

II. QUANTUM BEHAVIORS

A. Definitions

Define the robot as a set of behaviorsR = {b0, . . . , bn}, where
every behavior is a finite sequence of states of the robotbi =
{s0, . . . , sk}. The sizes of the individual behaviors can vary, allowing
to express actions that are either single commands or full behavioral
expressions. The states are represented and selected from the set of
orthonormal basis states spanning a complex Hilbert spaceHd (of

dimensiond). This implies that|ψ〉 =
P

i ai|xi〉 with
P

i |ai|2 = 1.
The general general operation on these states are unitary linear
operators rotating on three orthogonal axes x,y and z inHd. For
example the rotation around the X axis isRx(τ ) = e−iτX/2 =
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on unitary rotations the interested reader can consult [7],[4]. Because
in this work the boolean basis states are used, single qubit state can
be written as|ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉. Each basis vector is of the form
ak = {0, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0} where 1 is on thekth index. The whole
system state is constructed by Kronecker product from individual
qubits: |ψ〉 = |ψ0〉 ⊗ |ψ1〉 ⊗ . . . |ψn〉. Any state in the complex
Hilbert spaceHd is observable only on the real basis in this case

|0〉 =
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1
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0
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are mainly going to be used through this

paper. In quantum system, this projection onto the real basis is the
measurement operator. For a single qubit system the measurement
operator is constructed as follows:

M =
X

k

pk|k〉〈k| (1)

where |k〉 is from the set of the orthonormal basis of this system
and

P

k pk = 1. For example for a two qubit system observed in
the state|0〉 was projected into it by the measurement on the first

qubit: M0
0 = |00〉〈00| + |10〉〈10| =
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and for state

|1〉 is: M0
1 = |01〉〈01| + |11〉〈11|. The measurement operation is

described asM |ψ〉 and the expectation value for a given measurement
is given byPl|ψ〉 = 〈ψ∗|M∗

l Ml|ψ〉, whereMl is one of the available
measurement operators. For a1

2
−spin the measurement can be done

for values 0 and 1. The measurement operators used in this work
are single qubit measurements, and thus the general representation
of the measurement projector isMk

l , with k being the index of the
measured qubit and l is the value this operators projects onto.
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. Applying CV gate to the input state|ψ〉 we obtain

the output state
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Note that the CV gate is using the V gate:V =
√
X =
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. Applying the measurement operator for state|0〉

on the qubit 0,M0
0CV |ψ〉 =
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, and the final state must be

renormalized to|ψ〉 = M0V |ψ〉√
〈ψ|M∗
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corresponds to the fact of observing (collapsing the state-wave)



the system (measured qubit) with outcome ofm0 = 1. Note that
the application of the measurement operator decided the final logic
state which corresponds to the fact that the formalization of the
observation is projected on the real basis. If the measurement is
made on the second qubit usingM1

0 andM1
1 , the output of this qubit

is fixed but the state of the system is still in partial superposition:

M1
1CV |ψ〉 =
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. The state of the system is not affected:

the probability of having 1 on the second qubit is 100%m1 = 1 and
the first qubit remains in the wave state such as1√

2
(|0〉 + |1〉).

B. Symbolic Quantum Synthesis

Assume a single output function to be synthesized and definedby
the Karnaugh map specifying the desired probabilities of observing
values 0 and 1:

TABLE I
SINGLE OUTPUT FUNCTION TO BE SYNTHESIZED

C 0 1
AB

00 - -
01 0 -
11 1 0
10 - 1

As already specified, the quantum circuits generate outputswith
certain probabilityp. The above table has half don’t cares and half
cares, and assuming there is a method to synthesized the cares, the
problem that remains is to ask whether or not is it possible tospecify
the don’t cares. The unitary operators used in this work are mainly
[W], [NOT], [V], [V +], [CNOT], [CV] and [CV+] and thus it should
be specified how the don’t cares are filled with respect to inductive
learning. For this, letSo = [0, 1,−, V0, V1] be the set of all possible
outputs of a given single output function. Then, 0 and 1 represent
100% of obtaining 0 and 1 respectively after observing the system.
V0 and V1 be quantum complex state observable through specific
operationMV and ’-’ be a don’t observe the system. It is possible
to synthesize any single output function using the above setof gates
with the expected value of the outcome specified bySo. Proof for this
has been already shown in other works [23] however the important
point is the methodology. A systematic application of the above gates
with respect to the desired qubit will realize this function. Proofs of
this methodolgy for reversible multi-output functions wasgiven in
[23]. The above function was realized by the Genetic Algorithm pre-
sented later in this formf = [000, 001, 010, 011, 110, 111, 101, 100]
replacing all don’t cares with either 0 or 1. One could however desire
to restrict the specification of this gate by quantum relatedsymbolic
values. Using the above set of gates and the input states, it is easy
to show that all the possible states on the circuit output arefrom the
set of the states specified in Table II.

TABLE II
POSSIBLE OUTPUT STATES AND THEIR SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION

0 1
V0 V1

V1 V0

- -

Thus the output states probabilities directly depend on elements
used in the synthesis. If for example we would extend the set of
gates to include also the gates [

√
V ], [

√
V +], [ 4

√
V ] and [ 4

√
V +],

the output values would be appropriately changed. Thus it ispossible
to express the expected/desired values by directly describing them
as states passing through a gate. For example the above function
(defined in Table I) could be rewritten to a completely quantum-
defined functionf = [V0, V1, 0, V0, V1, 1, 1, 0].

C. Measurement Synthesis

Every robotic behavior is described in our model as a quantum
logic circuit, where every element of the behavioral sequence bi
is recursively defined as|sn〉 = Un|sn−1〉. Un is the unitary
transformation defined over the width of the circuit, for example
in the case where all operators are single qubit it takes the form
U = u0 ⊗ u1 · · · ⊗ un with eachuk, being a single qubit unitary
transformation. Formally each behavior is specified as a setof
Input/Output mappings|ψ〉 = A|γ〉, where A is a linear operator. The
inputs can be control signals, sensor signals or prior data signals and
the output is the motor (actuator) command. With respect to the motor
command output, and according to the circuit, some output values can
be conditioned by the usage of particular post-measurementstate.

To illustrate properties of quantum behaviors, assume a Hadamard
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When multiplied as [CNOT]∗ [[H ] ⊗ [W ]] the resulting system,
the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen circuit, is represented by the following

matrix: 1√
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and [CNOT ] is Controlled-NOT. The particularity of this

system is the fact that as long as the system is not measured itis
undetermined, however as soon as the single output bit is measured
the state of the other bit is set to a deterministic value: these two
values are constrained. Thus if two qubits are in an entangled state
and their outputs are measured, the results should coincideaccording
to the entangled process and certain non local behavioral patterns will
occur. For a system that is fully entangled, this means that it will be
the singe-qubit measurement output that will determine a unique state
of the whole system after measurement.

However, because the output of the measurement is still a quantum
coin toss, the output signal must be compared with an expected output
on the measured qubit. For the synthesis of a single output function,
the whole state might be irrelevant to the desired output. However
in the case of a robot, the outputs must drive well-formed signals
in order to properly control the actuators. Thus, with respect to the
robot behavior, the output signals must be all binary with certain
probabilities after measurement. Thus using synthesized entangled
circuits and measuring the minimum qubits required minimizes the
number of operations the robot must do. Instead, the output is
compared to the desired observable register.

From the point of view of single robot behaviors, the properties of
the quantum system imply the following properties:

• The robot behavior is literally composed of states that have
both real and imaginary (not observable) components, but the
behavioral expression must be observable (i.e. measurable).

• The expectation of a certain value associated with the measure-
ment, will in particular cases affect the outcome of the behavior.

• The application of the individual transforms in a given behavior,
might not be always observable but affects the system at least



on the imaginary plane.

For learning such behaviors, it is necessary that not only the
behavior is tested for its correctness but also if this behavior is
or is not measurement dependent. Because of quantum effects,
the observation (measurement operation) plays often a roleof the
determination of the result. There are four cases with respect to
inductive learning that can be roughly outlined.

• In the case of a boolean function, the input-output is a one to
one mapping.

• When don’t cares are included in the function definition, then

– the result can be a superimposed state. The behavior is
probabilistic and with respect to the measurement, the
output of the circuit is independent. In another words the
measurement projects the system onto real valued probabil-
ities and the expectation values ofm0 andm1 that respect
the unity equationm0+m1 = 1. However, to determine the
total state of the system, measurement must be performed
on every single qubit; observing the system as a whole and
the final state is determined by|ψ′〉 = M⊗k

n |ψ〉.
– the result can be a completely defined state.
– the result can be a measurement-output dependent state.

This is the case of entangled system, such as|01〉 →
|00〉+|11〉√

2
, the output will be determined by whether the out-

put is measured for 0 or for 1. The measurement, collapsing
the measured qubits to the projecting base, determines the
output of the whole system. Thus for system with more
than one qubit in a fully entangled state, the output can be
specified through|ψ′〉 = Mn|ψ〉.

In this work, the output is specified by a set of controlled gates
such as Controlled-V, or Controlled-Not and is observed after a
measurement. However, the synthesis process can be seen before
the measurement and thus the output function can be specifiedby
quantum (not-observable) operators. This translates to the fact that
while the function table such as Table V or Table VII are specified
using either boolean logic (probabilities are either 100% or 0%) or
quantum operators such as V (probabilities are complex), the process
of synthesis transforms these into observable values such as 1

2
for the

case of V gate.
Assume the following two-qubit reversible function

f = {00 → 01, 01 → 00, 10 → 11, 11 → 10}
= [01, 00, 11, 10]

(3)

With respect to the previous considerations, this functioncan be
either built as a boolean one-to-one boolean mapping such that the
result is completely defined and 100% identical to the original f =
[01, 00, 11, 10] (this mapping is specified by a permutation matrix)
or in order to capture all features of quantum computing it can be
implemented as a function of measurement. This means that wehave
to use a new notation that will allow to represent a given behavior
as a function of measurement in a unique way.

For example taking the state|ψ′〉 = CV |01〉 from equation 2, and
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the final state of the system (still a mixed state) will yield the
value of the second qubit which is 1 but the qubit at index 0 is
still superposed. Assume that my output qubit is qubit at index 0, to

determine the final ’observable’ of the system, one has to measure
the qubit 0 and then the qubit 1 - this will generate a single pure state
(in this case). Or, knowing the structure of the circuit, onecould look
directly to the qubit 1, and complement the result based on the given
input. Thus in this case, meaurement on a particular qubit must be
applied unlike in the entangled case where measuring any qubit will
collapse the whole system.

Definition 1: Definemn = (Mn = 1) as the expected probability
to obtain result valuen on the output qubit after the computation
using entanglement circuitC and after applying the measurement
operation. Formn = 1, the system has been observed in staten and
projected byMn. Then the whole system state represented by|ψ′〉
must be a unique state corresponding to|ψ′〉 = Mn|ψ〉, with |ψ〉 the
output state of the circuitC.

Then equation 3 can be rewritten as

f = {(M0 = 1)&(M1 = 1),

(M0 = 1)&(M0 = 1),

(M1 = 1)&(M1 = 1),

(M1 = 1)&(M0 = 1)}

(5)

and finally becomesf = [m0m1,m0m0,m1m1,m1m0]. With
mn = 1 is the result of the measurement with valuen (example:
when the measured for value 1 (M0

1 is used),m1 = 1 means that
the outcome is 100% value 1 on this qubit.

As already mentioned, when a quantum system is in a fully
entangled state [7], [4], [24], it is possible to collapse the whole
system looking only at a single qubit (in a fully entangled state
any qubit measurement will collapse the whole system). Thusto
determine a state after measurement by a smaller amount of mea-
surement operations. Functionf , because of the entanglement and
of the measurement operator selection, can be realized and thus to
measure only one qubit for every input. For this to work, every state
|ψ〉 of the system must be mapped such as:

|00〉 → |01〉 + |10〉√
2

|01〉 → |00〉 + |11〉√
2

|10〉 → |00〉 − |11〉√
2

|11〉 → |01〉 − |10〉√
2

(6)

In the case of the|01〉 → |00〉+|11〉√
2

, the output projecting the sys-
tem throughM0

1 will generate unique state with 100% of the correct
output (|01〉 → M0

1 | |01〉+|10〉√
2

). For the case|10〉 → |00〉+|11〉√
2

, the
M0

1 will collapse the system to|11〉. Thus the original function 3,
resritten as a function of two observables eq. 5, can be reduced to
f = [m0

1,m
0
0,m

1
1,m

1
0], a function of a single observable.

Because valuesMn represent the state of the system after mea-
surement taken into account iffmn = 1, they can represent either
a function depending or not depending on the measurement. This
fact allows to describe boolean reversible, partially or completely
specified function such as:

f =
X

n

Mn (7)



where Mn =
Q

k

M
j
k
|n〉√

〈n|M∗

k
Mk|n〉 is the expected value of the

desired output for the input state|n〉. The measurement operatorM j
k

from equation 7 is applied to circuit output state|n〉 = F |n′〉 at
index n projecting the whole system on axis|j〉.

Theorem II.1 Let f be a reversible function defined over[0, 1]⊗n

and mapping onto[0, 1]⊗n, thenf can be defined as a function of
mn.

Proof: Because the operatorsMn do not alter the expectation
probabilities of the system being build from unitary operators,mn

represents the normalized real value in the circuit, the output is
either deterministic or real-probabilistic and thus corresponds to the
observed values.

The new notation allows to minimize the function in a way
dependent on the measurement. For example the function 3 cannow
be reduced as follows:

f = {m0m1,m0m0, m1m1,m1m0} → m0 = M1|b〉 (8)

whereM1|b〉 = mb
1 represents the initial state of the qubit b.

The maximally entangled function tof is f ′ =
{M1M0,M1M1,M0M0,M0M1}. It represents the maximal
difference and the productG = f ⊗ f ′ is 0 when both variables
are fully entangled and 1 if they are boolean and invariant under
measurement. For arbitrary mixed state, the function G represents
the degree of non-entanglement of a given measured system.

However, it must be noted that despite the fact that mathematically
the system can be broken down between measures and operators, the
physical realization of quantum systems first observes and yields a
measurement result. The final state of the system after this operation
is obtained by the application of the operatorMl. Thus physically
there is so far no methodology that would allow to force a quantum
system to collapse to a particular state. Thus the measurement scheme
described above can be realized only probabilistically. For example
the function described by equation 8 cannot be determined bya single
measurement. This is because the fact that the observation of the
results ofM0 andM1 is probabilistic, and thus it is not explicitly
affected by the observer. It implies that the measurement depending
representation takes another view: to correctly describe the function,
use only the outputs that coincide with the expected values.For
example, if the input to for the function equation 8 is the state |00〉,
the measurement must continue until the result isM0 on the given
qubit. Once this is obtained, the state of the system is in a state that
can be processed further and the observer has 100% certaintyof the
output state.

From the point of view of machine learning and with respect
to the formulated learning method (and its measure) the problem
of synthesizing quantum robotic behaviors can be reduced totwo
mentally related models. Figure 3 schematically describesthe concept
of the synthesis method of the logic block before the measurement
(Learning 1) and after the measurement (Learning 2). This means
that the synthesis process described in the next section applies
systematically gates and uses minimization techniques to evaluate the
output with respect to the unitary matrix representing the unmeasured
state of the circuit. The behavior evaluation, however comes after the
measurement because the control signals must be real defined.

Learning 1

Probabilities

Environment

Quantum Circuit Measurement

Binary Input

Learning 2

Fig. 3. The global representation: Learning 1 represents method that
approximates complex coefficients as represented by the unitary operators in
the quantum circuit. Learning 2 represents the learning after the measurement
(observable) and thus is only an approximation of what the circuit really does.

III. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF LEARNING QUANTUM BEHAVIORS

BY OUR SOFTWARE

In this section we illustrate few examples of formulation of
the various quantum circuit synthesis methods as solutionsto the
quantum learning problem according to Learning 1 and Learning 2
in Figure 3. The synthesis of quantum behaviors is shown using a
composition method with a restricted set of input gates. This approach
is based on a structured exhaustive search and GA-based generator,

.

.

.

.

a
b
c
d

e

f1 f2 fn

gng1g1

Fig. 4. The general concept of controlled rotation gates forthe exhaustive
and genetic search algorithms.

Fig. 4. Functionsfi are arbitrary boolean functions (in particular,
affine) and functionsgi are arbitrary rotations. It can be proven that
each gate composed of a control functionfi and a data path gate
gi below it is a quantum operator specified by a unitary matrix.
It is a pure reversible gate whengi is binary. In the exhaustive
approach all control functionsfi from certain class are systematically
investigated as well as all data functionsgi from some other class.
The number n of segments is the synthesis parameter and we start
from small values to satisfy Occam Razor. In the GA approach
vectors of these functions are chromosomes. This is a new idea -
a structured stochastic approach were the randomness of generated
structures is limited by certain rules of circuit structurebased on
knowledge of classes of such circuits and previous designs.Let us
first look to the well-known Peres gate circuit from Fig. 5.

V V

a

a ⊕ b

V +

a

b

e ab ⊕ e

Fig. 5. Peres gate discovered by the exhaustive and GA algorithms. Cost is
four 2-qubit gates

Many such circuits were generated automatically using various
software in papers [11], [25]. They use only 1-qubit gates - inverters
and 2-qubit gates - controlled-V, Controlled-V + and Controlled-NOT.
Observing these circuits one can appreciate that all controls are linear



or affine boolean functions since only two-qubit permutative gates are
allowed (in contrast to the general schema from Figure 4). Thus in our

e

c
b
a

ab ⊕ dg3 = V +

f1 = a

g1 = V

f2 = b

g2 = V

f3 = a ⊕ b

Fig. 6. Applying general schema from Figure 4 to discover theclassical Peres
structure form Figure 5. Correct substitutions values forfi andgi (found by
the Genetic Algorithm) are shown in boxes.

first variant of a general schema for quantum circuits generation all
controls are affine functions. In case of binary logic, affinefunctions
are linear functions and their negations. Linear functionsare constant
0 and XOR’s of subsets of input variables. We do not care at this
point how the upper part of the circuit, the control, is realized as a
minimal reversible circuit - we have developed elsewhere efficient
methods for synthesis of such affine functions without ancilla bits.
The controlled functions (in the lowest (data path) qubit are inverters,
V and V + gates. This way the 3-qubit Peres gate from Fig. 5 was
found from its complete truth table. Figure 6 illustrates how Peres
gate can be obtained by applying the scheme from Figure 4 restricted
to the length of 3 segments. This was an example of deterministic
behavior synthesis from complete specification of behaviors (a truth
table with all care values).

A. Example I

Given is the set of examples in the form of a standard incomplete
truth table represented as a standard Kmap from Table III.

TABLE III
FUNCTION OF THEPERESGATE

CD 00 01 11 10
AB

00 - - 1 0
01 0 1 0 1
11 0 0 - -
10 0 1 0 1

Design a deterministic circuit using only gates CV, CV + and
CNOT and not more than 4 segments. The genetic algorithm found
the circuit from Fig. 7. Observe that a symmetric boolean function
S2,3(a, b, c)was found as a component of the learned complete
boolean functionf = S2,3(a, b, c) ⊕ d = ab⊕ ac⊕ bc⊕ d.

V +VVV

a

b

c

d

f = S2,3(a, b, c) ⊕ d

Fig. 7. The final circuit for the majority-controlled gate found in Table IV

The unitary matrix of this circuit is also a permutative matrix and
thus its behavior is deterministic. The graphical method ofanalysis of
the solution circuit that is applied in cost function evaluation is shown
in Table IV. IdentitiesV +V = V V + = I and V V = NOT are
used. A numerical equivalent of this method is used in our exhaustive
and evolutionary software as a part of the fitness function calculation.

TABLE IV
M INIMIZATION OF THE MAJORITY GATE FUNCTION

ABC D D D
000 – – 0
001 V V + I 0
011 V V NOT 1
010 V V +

→ I → 0
110 V V NOT 1
111 V V V V + NOT ∗ I 1
101 V V NOT 1
100 V V + NOT 1

B. Example II

TABLE V
EXAMPLE OF K-MAP WITH HALF OF THE VALUES AS DON’ T CARES

C 0 1
AB

00 0 1
01 - -
11 1 0
10 - -

Given is a set of examples represented as cares from Kmap in Table
V. All other minterms are don’t cares. Design a circuit that may have
both probabilistic and deterministic behaviors. The circuit with three
segments, Fig. 8, has a deterministic output with respect tothe desired
function: f = {000 → 0, 001 → 1, 110 → 1, 111 → 0}. This
mapping agrees thus on all cares with the initial set of examples. The
circuit is deterministic. In another attempt the circuit from Fig. 8b was
found with two segments. In this circuit the probabilistic behaviors
exist, as can be easily seen. For example|010〉 → 1

2
(|010〉+|011〉)}.

Analysis of the control for the circuit in Figure 8a) using symbolic
values is shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI
K-MAP OF THE LEARNED FUNCTION FROMTABLE V

C 0 1 0 1
AB

00 – – → 0 1
01 V V V (0) V (1)
11 V V V V NOT (0) NOT (1)
10 V V V (0) V (1)

As it can be seen the K-map from the Table VI agrees on all cares
with the specification Table V but the don’t cares from the Table V
are now replaced with valuesV0 = V (0) andV1 = V (1) which lead
to measuring the values 0 and 1 with equal probability1

2
.
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c V
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0 V
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b)a)

Fig. 8. The final circuits for the function from Table V

If one would make an additional request that the circuit should
have a non-deterministic behavior for minterm¬abc then there
would be no choice between the circuit from Fig. 8a and one from
Fig. 8b, and only the circuit from Fig. 8a would be a solution to
this quantum learning problem. Let’s now reformulate the desired
function as the result of the application of a particular measurement
operator. In particular, the function from Table VI can be rewritten



as f = {000 → m0, 001 → m1, 110 → m1, 111 → m0} and
can be re-synthesized with entanglement. However, to do this and
obtain a unique result the realization requires measurement operators
distinguishing uniquely between the entangled states. In this case,
the measurement operators will have to generate a sequence as the
following one:

|000〉 → |000〉 + |111〉√
2

|001〉 → |010〉 + |101〉√
2

|110〉 → |010〉 − |101〉√
2

|111〉 → |000〉 − |111〉√
2

(9)

Then application of appropriate measurement (for the 3-qubit bell
states) will yield 100% correct answer. Moreover, it can be directly
seen that a fully entangled circuit can be generated using various
mappings. This means that permutation of the matrix representation
of the entangled circuit, can generate many permutative functions.

C. Example III

TABLE VII
K-MAP OF A MORE COMPLICATED FUNCTION

C 0 1
AB

00 0 0
01 – –
11 V0 –
10 0 1

Given is a quantum truth table in a form of aquantum Karnaugh
map (QKM) as shown in Figure VII. Observe that the output values
in a QKM can be cares, don’t cares and also quantum states suchas
V0 = [V ]⊗|o〉 = V (0) andV1 = [V ]⊗|1 >= V (1). Design a circuit
that has both probabilistic and deterministic behaviors specified by
cares of this truth table. First solution is deterministic,Fig. 9a which
leads to Kmap from Fig. 9b and four segments. Observe that for
minterm¬abc the value was changed fromV0 to 1 and the symbolic
quantum careV0 is not satisfied. The second solution, Fig. 10a, leads
to the circuit from Fig. 10b with four controlled-V gate segments and
non-deterministic behaviors. In this case all symbolic cares (i.e.V0,
V1, 0 and 1) are satisfied.
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0
0

0

1
1

00
01
11
10

0 1
0

cab

a)

1 1

V Vc

b

a

V +

Fig. 9. Solution to non-completely specified quantum function from Table
VII.

Observe that in the quantum learning problem it was acceptable
that some small percent of cares in the solution was not in agreement
with symbolic cares of the initial specification. This is thesame as
in classical learning [1], [2].
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Fig. 10. More complicated solution to the function from Table VII. a) the
circuit, b) the Karnaugh map and c) the analysis of the Controlled-V based
logic executed in fitness function calculation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We showed a new approach to machine learning; i.e. learning
quantum circuits from partially specified examples with symbolic
quantum states. This has application in robotics [8], [9]. The behavior
is specified by a truth table with don’t cares and symbolic quantum
states such asV0 = V |0〉 and V1 = V |1〉 which lead to known
probabilities of observation of the output under measurement [25]. A
circuit matching the example symbolic cares is found that has deter-
ministic, probabilistic and entangled behaviors when measured. These
behaviors are observed on the small mobile and humanoid robots[8],
[9]. This paper introduced also a concept of a quantum function with
binary inputs and single (quantum symbolic) binary output and also
the concept of circuits using and selecting measurement operator as
a part of the synthesis problem. We formulate the synthesis problem
for such functions and solve this problem using benchmark examples
and the exhaustive search. Quantum truth tables can be represented
as standard Karnaugh maps with symbolic quantum states as their
outputs. This new representation has a didactic value because it
links the quantum concepts to the binary value concepts suchas
minterms, symmetry, unatness, implicants and other that people are
familiar with while using K-maps. This new representation allows to
create new quantum circuits using methods that are more knowledge-
based than GA or exhaustive search. Also, a more appropriate
notation for quantum circuits (with respect to measurement) was
shown and used in the error evaluation in the Genetic Algorithm.
Finally, the circuit synthesis using measurement operators and basis
change was introduced and illustrated. This approach allows to realize
permutative boolean functions including entangled circuits and a
well-selected set of measurement operators allowing to collapse the
entangled circuits into real observable unique bases. Finally, the
future work includes extension of the synthesis process to multi-
output reversible functions and software simulation of thequantum
controllers on physical robots. In particular, we are investigating the
quantum robot controllers with respect to social behaviorsobservation
and social behavior generation.
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